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the character and dispositions of our fellows, psycho-
metry gives a keener and deeper insight; it passes the
boundary of the external, and measures the soul.
Intuition (manifested through the organ of Human
Nature), has been called the sixth sense. Reason
is a mathematician. With her, nothing must be
taken for granted. She argues, demonstrates, and
logically concludes. To prove the centre of a circle,
she will approach her task with algebraic formula—
•square and compass. Not so iwith intuition. She
will lay her finger on the spot, and say. "There it
is," and she is right. Psychometry is intuition,
exalted or spiritualised. Certain organisations are
more favourable to its manifestations than others.
"Woman, for many reasons, makes a better psycho-
metrical sensitive than man. Her brain is parti-
cularly adapted for its psychological expression. By
Psychometry, true traits of character can be unfolded
and traced to their basis in ancestry. The circum-
stances and relations of the forgotten in family
history, at a stated period, can be brought to light by
the influence still left on some old relic, trophy,
gem, or piece of tapestry. There are authenticated
instances of valuable mines having been discovered
by it It is a well-kno'wn historical fast fact that
Mrs. Wm. Denton (wife of Professor Denton the
celebrated geologist), discovered copper mines in
Canada as well as gold mines in Australia, by means
of her psychometrical gift. This lady was also a
great help to her husband in his scientific investiga-
tions.
In some instances it has been employed in tracing
crime, and in finding stolen and lost articles. While
not prepared to advance so much in the favour of
Psychometry as claimed for it by various authorities.
I am inclined to give it a place here, as its cultiva-
tion in my opinion can do no harm, and may be a
source of innocent amusement and instruction to
many. To cultivate it the following modes may be
-adopted. Place your subject in the meszneric deep,
•sufficiently deep to be entirely lost to the consciotts"

